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a b s t r a c t
The link between urban density and building energy use is a complex balance between climatic factors
and the spatial, material and use patterns of urban spaces and the buildings that constitute them. This
study uses the concept of the urban canyon to investigate the ways that the energy performance of
low-energy buildings in a north-European setting is affected by their context.
This study uses a comprehensive suite of climate-based dynamic thermal and daylight simulations to
describe how these primary factors in the passive energy properties of buildings are affected by increases
in urban density.
It was found that the geometry of urban canyons has an impact on total energy consumption in the
range of up to +30% for ofﬁces and +19% for housing, which shows that the geometry of urban canyons is a
key factor in energy use in buildings. It was demonstrated how the reﬂectivity of urban canyons plays an
important, previously underestimated role, which needs to be taken into account when designing low-
energy buildings in dense cities. Energy optimization of urban and building design requires a detailed
understanding of the complex interplay between the temporal and spatial phenomena taking place,
merging qualitative and quantitative considerations.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
One of the most basic and fundamental questions in urban mas-
ter planning and building regulations is how to secure common
access to sun, light and fresh air, but for the owners of individual
properties, it is often a question of getting themost ofwhat is avail-
able. There is potential for repetitively recurring conﬂict between
public andprivate interest. Solar access and the right to light remain
contested territory inanysociety, vital as theyare tohealth, comfort
and pleasure.
Traditional urban planning has sought to control the propor-
tions of the streets, because the basic geometry of building heights
and distances between buildings regulates access to light and solar
heat. Zoning lawsandbuilding regulationsusually establishheight-
to-distance ratios that limit the overshadowing that buildings may
cause for public spaces and other buildings. A similar geometric
abstraction of urban space – the urban canyon [1] – has been used
in urban climatology, to describe the way that urban spaces cre-
ate special environmental conditions. It is a spatial archetype that
allows us to integrate knowledge from several different specialized
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +45 4525 1868; fax: +45 4525 1700;
mobile: +45 6170 7016.
E-mail address: jasta@byg.dtu.dk (J. Strømann-Andersen).
ﬁelds of research. In geometric terms, theurban canyon is described
as the height/width ratio of the space between adjacent buildings.
Cities develop over time, and the proportions of urban canyons
have long lasting impacts on the future energy consumption for the
heating, cooling and lighting of the buildings that deﬁne them and
the environmental qualities of the streets, squares, courtyards or
gardens that comprise them. Urban development is a rather slow
process in most industrialized societies, but the impact of site con-
ditions on building energy use multiply over the years – more than
otherprocesses that affect abuildingsperformanceover its lifetime.
So, considering that one of the main challenges to architects and
engineers in the next decades will be how to improve the energy
performance of our buildings and cities, we need to improve our
knowledge of both urban and building design through research
on the dynamic interplay between climate, context and building
energy use. The passive properties of buildings are likely to play
a much more important role in the total energy consumption, as
winter heat losses are reduced with better insulation, glazing and
air tightness.
Urbandensiﬁcation is one strategy for sustainabledevelopment,
focusing on energy savings through efﬁcient transport systems,
shared infrastructures and minimizing heat gains and losses that
dominate energy budgets. It has been established that densiﬁca-
tion is a balancing act between these opportunities on the one
hand, and ensuring solar access for low-energy buildings and urban
0378-7788/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.enbuild.2011.04.007
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comfort on the other. Yet, the intricate connections between urban
climate, urban form and energy use of buildings remain a sub-
ject that requires further research [2]. In the already built cities
of northern Europe, urban density is of particular concern, because
the high latitudes and the associated low solar inclinations mean
that the urban geometry affects solar access much more here than
inother urban centres around theworld.Overshadowing is anobvi-
ous problem. The relative scarcity of light, particularly during the
longwinter season, is increased by the overcast skies that dominate
the region throughout the year, creating special conditions for the
region’s architecture and planning to deal with.
Recent developments in computation, such asGeographic Infor-
mation Systems (GIS), Building Information Models (BIM), and
detailed climate-based thermal, shading and lighting simulation
software, offer new insights into the dynamic relationship and
speciﬁcities of climatic conditions and the individual building’s use
and properties, helping us identify the balancing points of solar
gains anddaylight conditions resulting fromurbangeometry. These
insights can serve as an improved basis for energy-optimized urban
planning and building design. The building design process often
has the urban scale as one of its very ﬁrst concerns, so knowledge
of the relative impacts of urban geometry is an important asset
for energy-optimized architecture, because energy savings from
design choices on the urban scale are very long-term, and lessen
theneed for advanced technicalmeasures, suchas shading systems,
ventilation systems and active systems like PVs on the building
scale, that have high investment costs and short useful lifetimes. A
serious deﬁciency in the energy calculations that are now manda-
tory in many countries is that they focus on the performance of the
individual building, and neglect the interplay between the build-
ing and context due to overshadowing. As will be demonstrated
in this paper, buildings in dense urban settings can not only make
positive contributions to the energy and comfort performance of
neighbouring buildings through their reﬂectance of daylight, but
may gain qualities themselves in doing so.
The analysis focuses on north-European cities, with the cli-
mate of Copenhagen (55.40◦N 12.35◦E) used as reference, but both
the methodology applied and the ﬁndings are relevant for urban
development andbuildingdesignglobally. InDenmark, low-energy
buildings will be the new standard by 2015. Primary energy use
levels of ≈35kWh/m2/year for housing and ≈50kWh/m2/year for
ofﬁce buildingswill be theminimum for compliance for newbuild-
ings, with further increases in energy efﬁciency being aimed at in
the near future. Incentives and regulations to improve the per-
formance of the existing building mass are being discussed for
implementation [3].
The key questions of this study are:
1 How do the height/width ratios of urban canyons affect building
energy use for lighting, heating and cooling?
2 How big is the relative impact of the height/width ratio on the
total energy use compared to unobstructed solar access?
The ﬁrst question aims at understanding the physical and
temporal phenomena of energy exchanges, and their interdepen-
dencies. This requires an in-depth investigationof theurbancanyon
to study the differences in energy potential available to apartments
or ofﬁce subdivisions on the various levels of a building.
The second question allows for a quantitative comparison of the
impact of the energy distribution of solar radiation and daylight in
the urban canyon building requirements for heating, cooling and
artiﬁcial lighting. The relative impact on these requirements is nec-
essary anduseful informationwhendiscussing, or indeeddesigning
for, the energy optimization of buildings and urban spaces in the
effort to improve cities and buildings.
2. Background
The urban canyon has been used in urban climatology as a prin-
cipal concept fordescribing thebasicpatternofurban spacedeﬁned
by two adjacent buildings and the ground plane. Apart from its
metaphorical beauty, the key quality of the term is the simplicity
it offers in describing a repeated pattern in the otherwise com-
plex ﬁeld of urban spaces and building forms. While the impact
of urban geometry on the urban microclimate is well established,
studies have tended to focus on problems of overheating in warm
climates, the urban heat island effect, and urban comfort. The dis-
tribution of air movement and temperature in urban canyons and
its potential for energy savings related to ventilation has been the
subject of a number of studies [4,5], connecting urban canyons to
the ﬁeld of building energy use, but their impact on the full range
of energy uses in buildings has not been thoroughly investigated.
At theotherendof thebuilding-urbanspacedivide, energymod-
els and simulation techniques have been developed to study and
describe the energy performance of buildings in relation to the sur-
rounding climate. However, these models are generally intended
for use by building designers and tend to consider buildings as
self-deﬁned entities, either neglecting or grossly simplifying the
importance of phenomena that occur on the urban scale. Never-
theless, there have been some investigations, e.g. Littlefair [6], of
the link between the urban geometry and the individual build-
ing’s energy performance. Ratti et al. [7] document an effect of
almost 10% in the relationship between urban morphology and
the annual per-metre energy consumption of non-domestic build-
ings. They demonstrate the effect using a calculation that compares
the DEM (Digital Elevation Model) with the LT method (Light-
ing and Thermal) developed by Baker and Steemers [8]. The most
detailed and complete investigations of urban obstruction affect-
ing energy use are presented by Baker and Steemers [9]. Using the
LT method, they derived a correction factor to modify the speciﬁc
energy consumption for non-domestic buildings. The LT method
is a tool for strategic energy design and it should not be regarded
as a precision energy model. Li et al. [10], in their study of verti-
cal daylight factor (VDF) calculations, demonstrate that daylight is
signiﬁcantly reduced in a heavily obstructed environment. A study
of VDF predicted by RADIANCE simulation demonstrates that an
upper obstruction (˛U) at 60◦ and a lower obstruction (˛L) at 10◦
reduce the daylight level by up to 85%. The results also indicate
that the reﬂection of the obstructive buildings can be signiﬁcant
in heavily obstructed environments, such as rooms on lower ﬂoor
levels facing high-rise buildings. Few, if any studies have investi-
gated the results of a combinedand fully integrateddynamicenergy
simulation. An earlier study by Sattrup and Strømann-Andersen
showed how the precision of energy simulation for various types
of building in context improves dramatically, when developed in a
multilayered, climate-based, dynamic simulation [11]. New tools
like IES-Virtual Environment 6.0.2/RADIANCE offer multilayered
analysis of thermal and lightingperformance integratedwithBuild-
ing Information Models (BIM), and they can handle the modelling
and dynamic simulation of complex urban geometry.
3. Method
The research was done using a quantitative study of the sim-
ulated energy performance of digital models of buildings lining
a series of variously proportioned urban canyons as the basis for
a qualitative discussion. The research was conducted through the
design of models based on types of urban space, building and user
pattern. The type is a key concept to describe generic patterns asso-
ciated with buildings. While generic models obviously lack a lot of
the variation and diversity that could make them architecturally
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Table 1
Urban canyon and urban density guideline.
Street width ∞ 30m 20m 15m 10m 7.5m 5m
Height/width ratio (H/W) ∞ 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0
Plot ratio (%) guideline (5-storey uniform pattern) 200 250 285 335 365 400
Fig. 1. Contemporary urban (re)developments. (A) Ofﬁces. Kampmannsgade, Copenhagen. H/W ratio 0.8. (B) Housing. Viborggade, Copenhagen, H/W ratio 1.25.
appealing, they have the abstract quality of identifying key param-
eters which can be varied and studied for their relative impact on
overall performance.
Building types or typologies have been discussed throughout
thehistoryof architecture, andhave inﬂuenced recent architectural
thinking. As Eisenman notes in his introduction to Rossi [12], type
refers to both object and process, and thus offers a basis for inven-
tion because it describes an essence of design to be investigated
through research. Types are used in several studies of buildings,
environment and energy. As Hawkes [13] says: “Type offers the pos-
sibility of translating the results of technically-based research into a
form that renders them accessible to designers”.
In this study, types are used on three levels:
• The urban canyon is a type, which is itself an abstraction of other
types: the street, the square, the courtyard, the garden, etc.
• The building is a type. In this instance the building is of the
inﬁll type, forming part of a larger array of buildings facing an
urban canyon, as is usual in urban blocks, or building slabs. To
achieve detail the building is subdivided in spatial units, such
as apartments or ofﬁce subdivisions, each unit facing in only one
direction. This allowsdifferentiated results for 4 orientations. The
building type has two variations: housing and ofﬁce linked to the
types of user patterns for homes and workplaces.
• The use pattern is a type. The two user patterns studied are for
homes and workplaces, the main difference being their comple-
mentary daily and weekly occupation patterns.
Since theaimin this study is tohighlight theeffectsofurbanden-
sity upon building energy consumption, default values are assigned
to all variables except those that relate to urban geometry. Simu-
lation was done on two levels: that of the radiative environment
of the urban canyon itself, including the dispersion of daylight, and
thatof theenergyperformanceof thebuildings in theurbancanyon.
3.1. Urban canyon types, height/width ratios
The urban patterns of Copenhagen was taken as reference, and
deﬁned six different canyons by their height/width ratio (H/W)
ranging from 3.0 to 0.5 (Table 1). The highest H/W ratio spaces are
foundmostly in themedieval parts of the city, such as passages and
very narrow courtyards, and the lowest ratio reﬂects conditions
found in urban squares, boulevards and more spatially generous
courtyards (Fig. 1). The densities are closely associated with the
historical development of the city, and the societal and technolog-
ical forces that guided it. Nevertheless, the patterns persist and are
repeated in contemporary urban (re)developments (Fig. 2).
Each canyon was deﬁned for a 5-storey building with a height
of 15m, allowing easy comparison and individuation of the result-
ing energy performance. Lower H/W ratios exist, of course, in the
suburbs, but were not the subject of study here.
The relative ‘ﬁt’ of the urban canyon concept to real urban pat-
terns is scale-dependent. Because the urban canyon concept is an
abstraction of the spatial complexities of real cities, its relation to
density is somewhat simpliﬁed too. The extra solar access at street
intersections and the lateral shading occurring at building angles
are ignored. But if an ideal urban pattern consisting solely of uni-
formlydistributedbuilding slabsor terracedhouses ispresupposed,
in which every second canyon is for access and trafﬁc and the other
a semiprivate communal space, like a courtyard or garden forming
part of the building’s plot, density can be described using a rough
plot ratio indicator (Table 1).
Fig. 2. Typical urban patterns and proportions of urban canyons in Copenhagen.
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Fig. 3. Validated units. (A) Ofﬁce unit (window-to-wall ratio 40%). (B) Housing unit
(window-to-wall ratio 20%).
3.2. Urban-canyon simulation, radiative and daylight
environment
The radiative environment was studied using Autodesk Ecotect
Analysis 2010. Ecotect is a highly visual architectural design and
analysis tool that links a comprehensive 3D modeller with a wide
range of performance analysis functions [14]. For solar radiation
calculations, ECOTECT uses hourly recorded direct and diffuse radi-
ation data from the weather ﬁle (*epw). In addition to standard
graph and table-based reports, analysis results can bemapped over
building surfaces or displayed directly in the spaces. This includes
visualization of volumetric and spatial analysis results.
In this study, the RADIANCE-based simulation environment
DAYSIMwasused forall dynamic simulationsofoutdoorand indoor
illuminance due to daylight. DAYSIM applies the Perez sky lumi-
nance model [15] to simulate indoor illuminance in arbitrary sky
conditions. It merges the backward ray tracer RADIANCE (Ward
and Shakespeare, 1998. G. Ward and R. Shakespeare Rendering
with RADIANCE. The Art and Science of Lighting Visualization, Morgan
Kaufmann Publishers (1998)) with a daylight coefﬁcient approach
andpermits reliable and fast dynamic illuminance simulations [16].
DAYSIM allows the simulation of an annual illuminance data set
for any speciﬁed point and orientation in a given environment. It
uses data interpolation from the (*epw) weather ﬁle. More detail
on the underlying simulation algorithm of DAYSIM can be found
in [17,18]. Daylight factors have been used in many previous stud-
ies as a simple method of predicting ‘worst case’ scenarios using
CIE-standardized skies, but these ignore dynamic weather condi-
tions since they do not incorporate actual climate data, which vary
a lot depending on the real-world location. Advances in comput-
ing power now allow a detailed hourly analysis and relatively fast
calculation of daylight levels using metrics, such as the Daylight
Autonomy metric, in which available daylight is quantiﬁed com-
bining both direct and diffuse radiation [19,20].
Street canyon surface reﬂectance variables are: Ground
(Albedo) =0.20 and external wall = 0.45/window=0.15. Surface
reﬂectance thus depends on the glazing ratios of the adjacent build-
ings, 20% glazing for housing and 40% for ofﬁces.
3.3. Building and user pattern types for ofﬁces and housing
On either side of the canyons in ourmodel, buildings are deﬁned
by 5 storeys of 50m2 spatial units, each with a 3m ﬂoor to ﬂoor
height, 5m room depth and glazing ratios of 20% for housing and
40% for ofﬁces (Fig. 3). The proportions of the units are associated
with apartments or ofﬁce rental units commonly found in cen-
tral Copenhagen. Taken together, 2 spatial units facing opposite
directions would constitute a generic 100m2 apartment or ofﬁce
subdivision, a size that is commonly found, and close to thenational
average of 110m2 per dwelling [21]. The room depth falls well into
the category of ‘potentially passive’ space [22] in which daylight
and solar gains can play a signiﬁcant role. Themodel, while generic,
is thus linked to themost important geometric factors that regulate
the development of the urban fabric over time.
Table 2
List of energy factors as stated in the Danish building regulation [25] and how they
are used in the simulation.
Energy source Factor Simulation
Gas and oil 1.0 Heating and DHW
District heating 0.8 Heating and DHW
Electricity 2.5 Cooling, Mech. Vent. and Art. Light.
The user patterns are reﬂected in the different occupation
hours and activity levels of the system settings, basically follow-
ing the working week and the daily rhythm. The user patterns
are designated so as to achieve the European standards of
indoor environment [23] and reﬂect differences in requirements
for housing and ofﬁces. These are not discussed as such (see
Appendix A).
3.4. Building types energy simulation
The energy calculations were performed using the simulation
tool IES-Virtual Environment 6.0.2, ApacheSim/RADIANCE, which
creates a fully integrated thermal and daylight simulation with
detailed hourly output of the electrical energy consumption for
lighting, mechanical ventilation, heating load, cooling load, and
indoor operative temperature. The IES-Virtual Environment is an
integrated suite of applications linked by a common user inter-
face and a single integrated data model. It qualiﬁes as a dynamic
model in the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engi-
neers’ [24] system of model classiﬁcation. IES-Virtual Environment
6.0.2/ApacheCalc (thermal simulation) does not take the effect of
the local microclimate into account. To accurately determine the
local wind speed and thereby convective heat transfer on both
internal and external boundary surfaces is extremely difﬁcult and
could only be done by means of careful measurements or advanced
computer simulation. For these reasons, the variation of the surface
heat transfer coefﬁcient has been ignored.
The glazing ratios used are related to sizes typically found in
traditional housing and modern ofﬁce buildings. The model build-
ings are very well insulated heavy constructions. Wall U-values are
0.2W/m2 K. Glazing U-values are 1.5W/m2 K, g-values are 0.62. See
Appendix A for details of default settings and generic user patterns
for housing and ofﬁces.
The lighting systemin the rooms is controlledby the illuminance
at a reference point. Reference points are placed 0.85m above the
ﬂoor and 1m from the back wall. In ofﬁces, lighting is dimmed
between full power when no daylight is available and minimum
power when the illuminance from daylight in the reference point
is above 200 lx. A linear control is assumed. For housing, a man-
ual on/off control is assumed, which means that the lighting is
always at maximum power, when daylight in the reference point
is under 200 lx. Since not every room in the house is always active,
a switched-on-proﬁle of 20% is added. As in the urban canyon sim-
ulation, the design simulation weather data is used for the full year
simulation. The system settings for themodel reﬂect a building that
allows for a certain degree of user adaptation and control over the
environment, so as to highlight the impact of geometries andmate-
rial properties of both building and urban space, not the building
technology as such.
Energy use ismeasured in primary energy using primary energy
factors corresponding to the Danish building regulations [25]
(Table 2). In principle, primary energy use is the total weighted
energy. It can be calculated from the unit’s estimated net consump-
tion.
The total net energy consumption is divided into ﬁve primary
needs: (1) Domestic Hot Water (DHW), (2) artiﬁcial lighting, (3)
mechanical ventilation, (4) cooling load, and (5) heating load.
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Energyuse for electric appliances other than these is not considered
in this study.
Of the ﬁve needs, three vary as a function of the urban den-
sity. DHW and mechanical ventilation are simulated as constant.
In the simulation, it is assumed that the refrigeration system has a
COP value (COP=Coefﬁcient of Performance) of 2.5, which means
that electricity consumption for cooling counted by a factor 1 to 1
(refrigeration kWhequals electricity kWh). Since the analysis oper-
ates in an urban context, it is assumed that the building is equipped
with district heating. The heating supply is therefore regarded as
having an efﬁciency of 1 to 0.8.
4. Results and discussion
The analysis of the environments of the canyons is presented
and discussed ﬁrst in terms of radiation and daylight, comparing
daylight factor and daylight autonomy metrics, and then in com-
parison with the energy consumption of electricity for artiﬁcial
lighting in ofﬁces, because this iswhere the greatest impact and the
widest diversity of results are found. The total energy consumption
of ofﬁces is then presented and discussed, followed by an analysis
of the energy consumption of housing.
4.1. Urban canyon radiative environment and daylight
In Copenhagen, the solar inclination is rather low, particularly
in winter, 11◦ at midday winter solstice, 58◦ in summer (compared
to 15◦/62◦ in London), which means that direct solar radiation only
grazes the top storeys and roofs of dense urban districts in winter.
Overshadowing is an obvious problem.
Fig. 4 shows how the average daily distribution of radiation in
urban canyons deﬁned by north/south-facing buildings is calcu-
lated combining direct and diffuse radiation climate data on an
annual basis. It is assumed that diffuse radiation is evenly dis-
tributed across the sky dome. The distribution of the radiation
level curves is inﬂuenced by the sun angle, the climate-based mix
of direct and diffuse radiation, and the reﬂectivity of the building
surfaces.
When the radiation levels are converted to daylight levels and
subjected to a daylight autonomy analysis, it can be seen how
the asymmetry of the daylight distribution in the canyons varies
greatly between high illuminance levels (>10,000 lx) (Fig. 5) and
low illuminance (<500 lx) (Fig. 6). While the low level distribu-
tion is relatively even and resembles that of overcast skies, it is
nevertheless slightly asymmetrical because it does include direct
light that comes in at low angles at times of the day when the
light is not intense. The high illuminance levels are pronouncedly
asymmetrical, yet not more so than to include a signiﬁcant pro-
portion of diffuse and reﬂected light. An interesting point is to
note how the intersection of the 10–15% daylight autonomy curve
at the north-facing fac¸ade seems to follow the inclination of
reﬂected light from the top of the opposing fac¸ade coming in at low
angles.
The reﬂectance of the urban canyon affects the daylight distri-
bution inside the spatial units signiﬁcantly. Fig. 7 shows how the
daylight distribution of an urban canyon with high wall reﬂectance
(0.75), compared to one with low wall reﬂectance (0.45), is sig-
niﬁcantly better and more evenly distributed at the bottom of the
canyon and deep inside the spatial units themselves. In the low
reﬂectance canyon, the 80% daylight autonomy curve is almost
identical to the sky-dome cut-off angles that are deﬁned by the
opposing building, making the daylight almost exclusively depen-
dent on the viewof the sky. In thehigh reﬂectance canyon, reﬂected
light shows a remarkable capacity to penetrate laterally through
multiple reﬂections andachieve reasonabledaylight autonomy lev-
els of 50% evendeep inside the spatial units at the bottomof narrow
(10m,H/W ratio 1.5) canyons. If we consider the light quality expe-
rienced by a person working away from the window on the ground
ﬂoor, in the ﬁrst case, the person might be almost totally depen-
dent on artiﬁcial light, while in the second, the person might have
much more of the variation and quality associated with daylight,
even though ﬁltered by the urban context.
It becomes clear that overshadowing is not the only way build-
ings affect the energy use of their neighbours. The reﬂectivity of
their surfaces also signiﬁcantly affects the availability and distribu-
tion of daylight, and the associated energy use for artiﬁcial lighting
of their surroundings. This simple fact, which nevertheless holds
enormousdesignpotential for architects andengineers, should lead
to design guideline developments in urban planning and zoning
regulations, because the urban geometry can be considered a day-
light and energy distributing armature proper. The light and energy
of the sun, exploited and redistributed through a careful mediation
of its temporal, spatial and atmospheric characteristics.
4.2. Energy consumption for ofﬁces
Fig. 8 showsageneral increase in energy consumption as a result
of increased density as expressed by the H/W ratio. Because the
results are balanced by a 2.5 primary energy conversion factor for
electricity use compared to heating and cooling, artiﬁcial lighting
becomes both the dominant factor in energy use at very high den-
sities and the factormost susceptible to changes in density. Cooling
demand decreases with density due to overshadowing, while the
reduction in solar gains due to the very low solar altitude during
the heating season results in increased use of energy for heating
(Fig. 10). Artiﬁcial lighting has the largest variability of the individ-
ual energy needs. Energy use for artiﬁcial lighting is doubled even
at the lowest density (H/W 1.0) compared to an unobstructed con-
text, and increases more than six times at the highest density (H/W
3.0) (south 2.8–17.2 kWh/m2/year).
Thus, comparing north/south-facing buildings to east/west-
facing ones, it is interesting to note that an unobstructed context
favours north/south-oriented ofﬁce buildings while the opposite
is true in dense urban canyons, with H/W ratios above 1.0. For
east/west-facing buildings in unobstructed environments, the heat
gains from the early morning and late afternoon sun would lead to
overheating in summer, but this is partially blocked by the urban
context and mostly affects just the upper levels. Instead, reﬂected
light contributes positively to daylight in the lower levels of the
buildings on the other side of the canyon. As the sun nears its max-
imum, its lateral angle towards the fac¸ade means that the area of
east/west-facingwindows towards the sundiminishes and receives
less heat. At this point of the day, the direct radiation penetrates
the length of the urban canyon at all times of the year, unless lat-
erally obstructed, and contributes to raising the daylight levels at
the bottom of the urban canyon through reﬂection.
Another interesting observation is that a north-facing building
needs less energy for artiﬁcial lighting than a south-facing one at
the highest density in this study (Fig. 11). It was found to be mainly
due to the fact that the proportions of the urban canyon allows
direct light tobe reﬂectedoff theopposing fac¸adeand into the lower
north-facing ofﬁces.
Fig. 9 shows the relative variation in the total energy consump-
tion from free horizon to a height/width ratio of 3 varies from
between +2.1% and +30.2% for ofﬁces depending on the geographic
orientation. The greatest relative variation was found with the
south/north building orientation. The south-oriented units in par-
ticular standout byhaving a large relative inﬂuence evenwith large
canyon widths. For example, the relative inﬂuence is +10% for a
street width of 20m (H/W 0.5). This means that the relative varia-
tion at is 2–3 times greater thanwith other orientations. The largest
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Fig. 4. Average daily solar radiation in street canyon. Calculated in ECOTECT (working hours 08–17, contour range 500–2500Wh in steps of 200Wh). Weather data,
Copenhagen (*epw).
Fig. 5. Annual illuminance>10,000 lx in street canyon. Calculated in RADIANCE/DAYSIM (working hours 08–17, contour range 0–50% in steps of 5%). Weather data,
Copenhagen (*epw).
Fig. 6. Annual illuminance>500 lx in street canyon. Performed in RADIANCE/DAYSIM (working hours 08–17, contour range 85–95% in steps of 1%).Weather data, Copenhagen
(*epw)
Fig. 7. Annual illuminance>200 lx in street canyon with surface reﬂectance variables, Ground (Albedo) =0.20. Calculated in RADIANCE/DAYSIM, (working hours 08–17,
contour range 0–100% in steps of 10%). Weather data, Copenhagen (*epw). (A) Reﬂectance external wall = 0.45. (B) Reﬂectance external wall = 0.75.
relative variation is the need for cooling. Here the energy consump-
tion is reduced almost exponentiallywith the increase inH/Wratio.
For example, theneed for cooling is reducedbyanaverageof−150%
with a H/W ratio of 1.5 (canyon width 10m) compared to free hori-
zon. With very narrow canyons, H/W higher than 1.5, the need for
cooling is reduced to insigniﬁcant amounts.
Energy consumption not only varies as a function of the street
width, but also for the individual building units. Each unit has a
Fig. 8. Total primary energy consumption (kWh/m2/year) for a 5-storey ofﬁce building as a function of urban density.
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Fig. 9. Relative deviation (%) of energy consumption for a 5-storey ofﬁce building as a function of urban density compared to free horizon.
Fig. 10. Solar gain (kWh/m2/year) for a 5-storey ofﬁce building (north/south) as a function of urban density.
speciﬁc energy consumption depending on the ﬂoor on which the
unit is located. Generally the energy consumption increases the
narrower the canyon and the closer the unit gets to the ground.
However, the various orientations and canyon widths do not show
the same distribution of the relative energy performance of the
units. Within the overall pattern of higher energy use at the bot-
tom of the narrowest canyons, north/south-facing buildings tend
to favour the upper levels, which perform a lot better than the
lower levels, to such a degree as to increase the overall perfor-
mance signiﬁcantly. East/west-facingbuildings showamoreevenly
distributed increase in energy use along with increases in the H/W
ratio and thepositionof theunits closer to thebottomof thecanyon.
The explanation is in the seasonal changes that happen through
the year. If we take the south-facing units in the H/W 1.5 canyon
as an example, the whole building suffers summer overheating,
which our model units deal with by increasing cooling, but only
the top level units gain from the heat of direct radiation and enjoy
most of the occasional savings for artiﬁcial light that comes with
sunshine on a winter day. As winters are very often overcast with
light levels well below 2000 lx, the sky dome does not contribute
much, quantitatively, to establishing indoor lighting levels above
200 lx, which is the threshold value of this model.
4.3. Energy consumption for housing
Figs. 12 and 13 show that the relative impact of increased den-
sity on energy consumption is more moderate for housing than for
ofﬁces. The largest single need in housing is heating. This means
Fig. 11. Primary energy consumption for artiﬁcial light (kWh/m2/year) for a 5-storey ofﬁce building (north/south) as a function of urban density.
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Fig. 12. Total primary energy consumption (kWh/m2/year) for housing as a function of urban density (note: energy consumption for artiﬁcial light is not included in total
primary energy consumption for housing [25]).
that the heating contribution from solar radiation is an essential
element for housing – unlike for ofﬁces, in which illumination level
is the most important parameter. For example, the energy con-
sumption varies by 11.2 kWh/m2/year, from a north to a south
orientation for a free horizon, due to variations in solar access
(Fig. 12). However, the denser the city becomes the smaller the
variation in passive solar gains.
The relative deviation of the total energy consumption from free
horizon to a height/width ratio at 3 varies from between +2% and
+19% for housing (Fig. 13). The relative development of individ-
ual needs for heating and cooling is approximately the same for
housing as for ofﬁces.
The energy consumption for lighting is alsomoreuniformacross
the city’s density. This is due to the consumer pattern, where the
number of hourswith a need for lighting in housing falls in the peri-
ods with a global illuminance level less than 200 lx. During winter,
the most active hours of a housing unit occur in the morning and
evening while it is still dark and artiﬁcial light is turned on.
The energy variation over the individual ﬂoors is more uni-
form for housing than for ofﬁces. This is partly due to the
relatively smaller variation in overall energy consumption. The
north-oriented deviates from the other orientations by having a
maximum variation of 4.5%. This rather low variation is due to the
limited amount of solar radiation the units receive. Furthermore,
the energy consumption for lighting is not part of the variation.
What becomes apparent is the way that consumption is more
dependent on use patterns and material and geometrical patterns
other than urban density. Since the model design for this study
reﬂects a ‘9 to 5’ working life for the occupants, with apartments
not being occupied in the daytime on weekdays, the hours where
there is most activity are when the inﬂuence of solar radiation and
daylight on the energy budget is minimal.
Because heating is the dominating parameter on the energy
budget for housing, should future housing be developed using the
passive strategy of large south-facing windows to make the most
of solar gains? Should heating be the dominant object for design of
housing in general?
Athigh latitudesas innorthernEurope, solargainsareonlyavail-
able for the topstorey indenseurbanareas in thewinter season, and
even for the top storey it is drastically reduced compared to unob-
structed solar access as shown in Fig. 10. This traditional passive
solar design seems to have limited potential as a design strategy
under these conditions, but because solar gains nevertheless play
a discernible but minor role for lower storeys facing east, west and
south, diffuse radiation reﬂected off opposing fac¸ades and the sky
can be identiﬁed as the energy issue to design for. Overshadow-
ing in dense cities is close to inevitable at these latitudes, but light
redistribution through the reﬂectivity patterns of fac¸ades seems an
interesting design possibility. One can imagine and indeed observe
how temporal patterns of reﬂected light and heat can be redirected
by fac¸ade sections at oblique angles to the sun.
Heating is easily produced and maintained at a quality that
satisﬁes bodily needs regardless of the combination of radiation,
convectionandconductionmeasuresused. There isplentyofdesign
potential, both technically and metaphorically, in addressing the
humanneed for thermal stimulation. Light ismuchmoredifﬁcult to
Fig. 13. Relative deviation (%) of energy consumption for a 5-storey housing building as a function of urban density compared to free horizon.
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reproduce in qualities andquantities that are anywhere near that of
daylight, though artiﬁcial lighting offers interesting design oppor-
tunities. With this point in mind, and remembering that access
to daylight and environmental variety affect human comfort and
health in multiple ways, it is suggested that rich and varied day-
light remains the main design priority in housing, though its direct
contribution to the energy budget is smaller than heating.
5. Conclusions
The study has given a detailed analysis of the distribution of
solar radiation and daylight in a range of urban canyons reﬂecting
different urban densities and demonstrated how this distribution
affects the total energy use for heating, cooling and artiﬁcial light-
ing on different storeys of low-energy buildings facing the urban
canyon, depending on orientation.
It was found that the geometry of urban canyons has a relative
impact on total energy consumption, compared to unobstructed
sites, in the range of up to +30% for ofﬁces and +19% for hous-
ing, indicating that urban geometry is a key factor in energy use
in buildings. From the given speciﬁcations of the building layout,
it is possible on a free horizon to design a low-energy ofﬁce build-
ing with an energy consumption of around 50kWh/m2/year. If the
context around the building over time transforms into a dense
urban area, the energy consumption will increase proportionally
to approximately 70kWh/m2/year, resulting in a relative increase
in energy consumption of up to 30% depending on orientation.
As a consequence any building project in the making, whether
new-build or refurbishment,would be advised to integrate not only
a detailed simulation of the energy impact of the context as it is,
but also an estimate based on the maximum density allowed on
neighbouring sites. In urban master planning, it becomes critical
to deﬁne ways to control solar access as a common good, not least
for the effect it has on the experiential qualities of public spaces.
New developments should be carefully screened for their impacts
on neighbouring buildings and the public spaces they participate in
creating. As the relative impact of urban density varies with both
height and width of the urban canyon, it can be argued that the
designof futureenergyoptimized fac¸ades shouldbeable to respond
in a differentiated way to the issues posed by the distribution pat-
terns of radiation in the urban canyon.
Our investigation showed that reﬂected light makes an impor-
tant contribution to the energy consumption of buildings, and is
indeed the greatest fraction of daylight available to housing and
ofﬁces on the lowest ﬂoors in high urban densities. The distribu-
tion of daylight in the urban canyon is more complex than previous
studies have indicated, and the way that not only light, but also the
heat carried with it, is distributed is very dependent on the reﬂec-
tivity of building fac¸ades. What this highlights is that in northern
Europe, building fac¸ades should not only be considered as selective
devices so as to create optimum internal environments, but also
in terms of their contribution to creating good and varied daylight
conditions for neighbouring buildings.
As Oke [26] says, there are “almost inﬁnite combinations of differ-
ent climatic contexts, urban geometries, climate variables and design
objectives. Obviously there is no single solution, i.e. no universally
optimumgeometry”.Nevertheless, thereareoptimumrangesof geo-
metric conditions in urban design – if we want to design energy
efﬁcient cities, urban spaces, workplaces and dwellings that have
an intimate connection to the qualities of the natural environment.
The artiﬁcial environments generated by energy use are something
else, not necessarily worse or without design appeal, but some-
thing else, and these environments become dominant with the
increase in urban density, and the inﬂuence of the natural envi-
ronment diminishes. But what is optimal, or just “what is good”, is





U-value 0.2W/m2 K 0.2W/m2 K
Roof
U-value 0.15W/m2 K 0.15W/m2 K
Ground-contact/exposed
ﬂoor
U-value 0.15W/m2 K 0.15W/m2 K
Internal walls
U-value 0.35W/m2 K 0.35W/m2 K
Internal ceilings/ﬂoor
U-value 0.32W/m2 K 0.32W/m2 K
Window





Use of the building
Service, occupants 8 am–5pm, M-F On continuously
Internal gains
People
Internal heat gain 4W/m2 1.5W/m2
Lighting
Lighting level 200 lx 200 lx
Maximum power 4W/m2 8W/m2
Installed power density 2W/m2/100 lx 4W/m2/100 lx
Luminous efﬁcacy 50 lm/W 25 lm/W
Variation proﬁle 8 am–5pm, M-F 6am–9am and
3pm–10pm
Switched-on-percentage 100% 20%
Dimming proﬁle Dimming, (200 lx) Manuel/on-off
(200 lx)
Miscellaneous
Maximum sensible gain 6W/m2 3.5W/m2
Variation proﬁle 8 am–5pm, M-F On continuously
Air exchanges
Inﬁltration
Min ﬂow Day, 0.13 l/sm2 0.13 l/sm2
Night, 0.09 l/sm2 –





Min ﬂow 0.9 l/(sm2) 0.3 l/(sm2)







Cooling efﬁciency COP=2.5 COP=2.5
Natural ventilation
Max ﬂow – 0.9 l/sm2, t>25 ◦C
Variation proﬁle – Weeks 19–37
Heating and cooling
Winter season (timed, week 01–18 and 38–53)














Summer season (timed, week 19–37)















100 l/m2/year 250 l/m2/year
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This paper presents a case study of the implementation of integrated design in an actual architectural competition. The 
design process was carried out at a highly esteemed architectural office and attended by both engineers and architects 
working towards mutual goals of architectural excellence, low-energy consumption, and high-quality indoor environment. 
We use this case study to investigate how technical knowledge about building performance can be integrated into the 
conceptual design stage. We have selected certain points during the design process that represented design challenges and 
describe the decision process. Specific attention is given to how the engineering input was presented and how it was able to 
facilitate the design development. Site and context, building shape, organization of functions and HVAC-systems were all 
included to obtain a complete picture of the building’s performance. This article illustrates how a continuous implementation 
of technical knowledge early in the design process for an actual architectural competition resulted in a building design with 
an energy demand approximately 30% lower than Danish building regulations, yet which still maintains a high quality of 
indoor environment and meets the demands of architectural excellence.
 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been economically and technically possible to design and erect low-energy buildings – both homes and offices – 
for decades. But it is not often done, and many new buildings are overly expensive and have high energy consumption. One 
important obstacle is the architectural process of designing buildings, in which scientific technical knowledge informs the 
architectural project too late (Clarke, J., 2001) & (Wilde, P. de., M. van der Voorde. 2003). Several new multidisciplinary 
design methods have been launched to address this problem. Integrated Design is one of these methods and is an established 
research area (Intelligent Energy, 2006). The traditional working processes differ greatly depending on the people involved, 
ranging from a very iterative and image-driven process for architects to a more linear process driven by numbers and texts in 
the case of engineers. The differences impact on not only willingness to generate design alternatives and what they look like, 
but also the way in which these and other results in general are presented. Thus considerable attention needs to be paid to the 
way input is communicated within the design team in order to establish common ground and provide more effective 
collaboration between engineers and architects during the integrated design process. 
 
The present study describes a process where the integration of technical input gave substance to early design decisions, 
not only by continuously providing design alternatives, but just as important by facilitating a benchmarking process for 
deciding between these alternatives. The aim is both to clarify how numerous interdependent parameters define and influence 
performance and subsequently to show why these critical design decisions need to be made on an informed basis. The case 
study was a conceptual design proposal for an architectural competition for an office building in Copenhagen, Denmark, 
carried out at Henning Larsen Architects A/S in collaboration with the authors. 
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THE CASE 
This case revolves around the design of a 6-storey (15,000 m2) office building located in the harbour area of 
Copenhagen, Denmark (55.4°N, 12.4°E). To comply with the spatial requirements and the height restrictions in the 
competition brief, the building geometry was predefined as approximately 25x100x24 metres (width x length x height), 
corresponding to exactly the extent of the given building zone. The orientation of the site meant that the two main façades 
faced east and west respectively. The building was to accommodate workstations for 500 employees and support facilities, 
such as meeting rooms, print and copy rooms, kitchenettes, etc. The competition brief stated that the building should be 
closely related to the area dominated by old warehouses in brick and stone from the eighteenth century and continue the line 
of “warehouse-like” building structures. Furthermore the building should be both solid and dynamic in its expression, make 
full use of the views from the unique location, and maintain a certain degree of openness towards the surroundings, its users, 
and its visitors. The project was offered as an international architectural competition in 2008 under EU directive 2004/18/EX 
with five interdisciplinary competition teams and carried out over a period of two months.
 
Performance requirements 
The performance requirements described in the competition brief were: 
1.
 
A thermal indoor environment and air quality corresponding as a minimum to Class II as described in the 
European Standard (DS/EN 15251:2007) 
2.
 
A daylight factor of 2% for all workstations 
3.
 
A maximum energy demand of 95 kWh/m2/year, but a wish for 70 kWh/m2/year, figures which correspond 
respectively to the minimum requirement and low-energy Class II in the Danish building code in force at the 
time of the competition (Danish Building Regulations, 2006). 
Energy demand is indicated in primary energy. In principle, primary energy use is the total energy weighted using 
primary energy factors. The total energy demand is divided into five primary needs: 1. Heating, 2. Cooling, 3. Artificial 
lighting, 4. Fans (Mechanical ventilation), and 5. Domestic Hot water (DHW). Danish building regulations require the 
building's energy demand to be documented by means of simulation before a building permit can be approved. 
Table 1.   List of primary energy factors stated in the Danish Building Code and how they were used 
in the simulation 
Energy source Factor Simulation 
Gas, Oil and District Heating 1 Heating and DHW 
Electricity 2.5 Cooling, Fans for Mech. Vent., Art. Light, and pumps. 
 
Throughout the project considerable attention was paid to evaluating not only the energy performance and indoor 
environment parameters, such as daylight availability, operative temperature and air quality, but also to translating this 
information into spatial reasoning. This created common understanding and contributed to the evolving design in an informed 
and interdisciplinary manner. To assist the iterative process with several design options being generated every day, 
simulations were performed for a representative section of the building with façades facing east and west in the early stages 
of design. System settings reflected typical occupation hours and activity levels for office buildings and were defined so that 
the requirements for the indoor environment described in the competition brief were fulfilled. Integrated thermal and daylight 
simulation was carried out using the software program iDBuild (Petersen, S., Svendsen S., 2010), which performs hourly-
based simulations of the total energy demand. The program is made up of two parts that combine to perform an integrated 
simulation. The first part is the thermal simulation, handled by BuildingCalc (Nielsen et al., 2005), and the second part is the 
daylight simulation, handled by LightCalc (Hviid et al., 2008). A combination of Ecotect (Crawley D.B., et al., 2008) and 
Radiance (G.W. Larson, R. Shakespeare, 1998) was used to simulate and illustrate the daylight distribution. 
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Table 2.   Input values defining the simulation model with respect to geometry, system set-up, and 
efficiency. (Reference model with 50% transparency) 
Geometry   
Room – width x height x depth 20x10x2.8m 
Window width and height 10.2x2.8m 
Width of window frame construction 0.1m 
  
Constructions  
Heat transfer coefficient of opaque façade construction (U-value) 0.18 W/m2K 
Heat transfer coefficient of glazing (U-value) 1.19 W/m2K 
Light transmittance of glazing (LT) 0.782 
Total solar energy transmittance of glazing 0.625 
Heat transfer coefficient of frame construction (U-value) 1.5 W/m2K 
Linear heat transmittance of window frame (Psi-value) 0.1 W/mK 
 
Systems and internal loads Occupancy (8 am to 5 pm ) Non-occupancy 
Set point temperatures – heating/cooling   
 Heating season 20/24 °C 18/24 °C 
 Outside heating season 23/26 °C 18/26 °C 
Infiltration 0.17 h-1 0.17 h-1 
Mechanical ventilation a) 1.4 l/s m2 0.0 l/sm2 
Heat exchanger efficiency of mechanical ventilation b) 0.8 - 
Specific fan power, SFP 2.5 KJ/m3 - 
Venting rate (maximum) c)  - - 
Mechanical cooling, efficiency (COP) 2.5 - 
Internal loads from persons and equipment 10 W/m2 0 W/m2 
General lighting   
 Illuminance set point 200 lux - 
 Max. power 6 W/m2 0 W/m2 
 Min. power (stand-by) 0.5 W/m2 0 W/m2 
Task lighting    
 Illuminance set point 500 lux - 
 Max. power 1 W/m2 0 W/m2 
     Min. power  0 W/m2 0 W/m2 
 
a) Equivalent to indoor air quality Class II in the European standard EN 15251:2007 (CEN, 2007). 
b) Bypass of heat exchanger possible. 
c) Defined as ventilation through open windows. Only active outside the heating season and corresponds to the maximum 
values for single-sided natural ventilation in Danish energy calculations (EBST, 2006). 
 
IDENTIFIYING IMPORTANT DESIGN DECISIONS 
A large number of analyses were carried out throughout the design process to continuously monitor the expected 
building performance as a consequence of the design development. In order to achieve an adequate and complete picture of 
the process, sketches, drawings, models, minutes from meetings, energy and daylight analyses, mails, etc. were collected and 
arranged in chronological order (Yin, R. K., 2009). The focus was on identifying when and how technical input on energy 
performance and indoor environment had an impact on the design development and how it affected the design. Based on the 
information gathered, important design decisions, where technical input in terms of energy and daylight simulations affected 




 Analysis - How the design decision impacts the building’s performance clarified through simulations of the energy 
demands and the indoor environment. 
2.
 Presentation - How the results from the analyses were translated and graphically processed in order to illustrate 
their significance and impact in terms of architectural expression and performance.  
3.
 Output - How a design was generated as a product of the newly achieved knowledge. 
DESIGN DECISION “TRANSPARENCY OF FAÇADE" 
The optimal choice of façade should take into early consideration not only the architectural expression, but also the 
energy and daylight performance. The area, position and design of the windows are important factors and affect spatial 
perception, the layout and number of workstations supplied with daylight, the view of the outside, and the requirements for 
heating, cooling and artificial lighting. With the building geometry predefined, the transparency (defined as the fraction of 




Thermal and daylight simulations were carried out for a section of the building with transparencies ranging from 35% to 
80%. We simulated the effect of the façade transparency on the building’s energy demand and daylight availability. Default 
values were assigned to all variables except those that related to the transparency of the façade. 
Table 3.   Energy performance was simulated in accordance with the European Directive EPBD as 
defined in (DS/EN 15251:2007). All energy demands are stated in kWh/m2 per year and daylight 
factors were simulated for the third row of tables from the façade. 
 Window-to-wall ratio 
 35% 50% 65% 80% 
Heating 9 11 12 13 
Cooling 8 14 20 27 
Artificial lighting 21 19 18 17 
Fans 21 21 21 21 
Hot Water 5 5 5 5 
     
Total 64 70 76 83 
     
Daylight factor [%] 1.6 2.2 2.6 3.0 
Presentation 
When presenting the results, it was important that they would help facilitate the design development. By showing the effect 
of the façade transparencies on the total energy demand and its components, coupled with visualisations of the daylight 
availability and pictures of reference projects with corresponding façade transparencies, we enabled the engineers and 
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demand but at the same time provided higher illuminance levels as shown in Table 1, which meant that a greater number of 
well-lit workstations could be established as a result of façade transparency. A balance between energy demand, indoor 
environment, and architectural intentions began to take form. A façade transparency of 50% was agreed upon, because it 
provided a sufficient amount of well-lit floor area to meet the spatial requirements, while at the same time it ensured that the 
building’s total energy demand would meet the contractor’s wishes.
 
DESIGN DECISION “ANGLING THE FAÇADE” 
Further architectural processing of the façade was carried out to refine the architectural expression and to optimize 
performance with respect to energy and the indoor environment. The architectural intention was to design a façade that would 
relate to the existing brick structures as required in the brief, but at the same time reflect the dynamics of the water present all 
around the site. So the façade should be both solid and dynamic. The main parameters were: an architectural dynamic to the 
façade, better utilization of the views provided by the extraordinary location, and a significant reduction in the cooling 
demand. Collectively in the design team, the idea arose of faceting the façade, angling the opaque and transparent parts 
differently. In particular, angling the windows towards the north would not only optimize views toward the city and the entire 
Copenhagen bay area, but also significantly reduce insolation and thereby the cooling demand. 
Analysis 
Thermal and daylight simulations were carried out for a section of the building with a façade transparency of 50% and 
window orientations ranging from 0° (east) to 45° (northeast). Default values were assigned to all variables except those that 
related to the orientation of the window. 
Table 4.   Energy performance was simulated in accordance with the European Directive EPBD as 
defined in (DS/EN 15251:2007). All energy demands are stated in kWh/m2 per year and daylight factors 
were simulated for the third row of tables from the façade. 
 Window orientation 
Energy performance 0° (East) 15° 30° 45° (Northeast) 
Heating 11 12 13 14 
Cooling 14 12 9 7 
Artificial lighting 19 19 19 19 
Fans 21 21 21 21 
Hot Water 5 5 5 5 
     
Total 70 69 67 66 
     
Daylight factor [%] 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 
Presentation 
Graphic illustrations were presented showing the positive effect and tendency in the cooling energy demand as the 
windows were increasingly angled towards the north. Simulations of daylight levels were coupled with office plans to ensure 
correlation between the spatial demands and the number of well-lit workstations. Furthermore, renderings of the daylight 
distribution in an east-facing office were generated for the various window orientations. Together, this formed the basis for 
an interdisciplinary discussion focused on spatial perception, possible floor plans and the effect on the cooling demand.  
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Figure 8 Renderings of the double room height and the characteristic façade (Illustrations: Henning Larsen 
Architects A/S). 
DISCUSSION 
The first step in improving the energy performance of a building is taken with the architect’s first sketch on paper. It is 
here that the framework and preconditions for the performance of the building will be set. Quantitative and qualitative 
technical input from the beginning of the design process increases the awareness and recognition of the correlation between 
the building’s design (transparency, orientation, functional organization, etc.) and its energy demand. This reduces the risk of 
having to introduce technical solutions later in the process to compensate for fundamentally bad design choices at the 
beginning. Uninformed decisions early in the process can limit the potential for energy savings. The integrated design 
process requires an interdisciplinary collaboration between engineers and architects. A traditional engineer is trained to work 
rationally and linearly, while an architect works iteratively with multiple potential solutions at the same time. Problems with 
communication and collaboration often occur in the early design process, because the engineer is not accustomed to dealing 
with a variety of solutions, while the architect perceives the engineer as a problem-solver and not a creative collaborator. 
Engineers need to be better at actively communicating and illustrate their technical input and be capable of contributing with 
multiple parameter solutions that can challenge and inform the architect’s design. 
CONCLUSION 
The case study presented shows how technical input can facilitate design development if the focus is on translating 
results into an architecturally oriented presentation. A visual representation of energy and daylight simulations, coupled with 
spatial considerations, can form a very strong part of the design argument and enrich the reasoning behind design decisions. 
The architectural engineering background of the engineers involved was seen to have enhanced the collaboration significantly 
due to a training involving architectural as well as classical engineering skills. A key aspect is being able to understand 
architectural concepts and translate them into performance parameters and possibilities while at the same time identifying the 
architectural and spatial potential in the technical results.  
 
The conceptual design proposal presented in this case study was a contribution carried out at Henning Larsen Architects 
A/S for an actual architectural competition. With the fusion of architectural considerations and technical knowledge, the 
design team produced a proposal that completed the line of existing warehouses and made full use of the views from the 
unique location with a more modern architectural expression. By angling the façades towards the north, it was possible to 
maintain a certain degree of openness towards the surroundings, improving daylight conditions while reducing the energy 
demand for cooling. By using passive and integrated design solutions coupled with simulations of energy and daylight, we 
achieved a building with architectural excellence that met the requirements for thermal indoor environment and air quality 
corresponding to Class II as described in the European Standard (DS/EN 15251:2007) and had a low-energy demand of 64.7 






The authors wish to thank Henning Larsen Architects A/S and the external collaborators for their support and the 
opportunity to be part of the design process. 
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